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Next to him, Yun Feng and the others nodded their heads with a look of approval, that thing
looked too diabolical, who could eat it?

Ah Yao was so anxious that she stomped her foot, "Aiya, eat it, this thing will soon
expire, it's good stuff, it can repair your divine thoughts!"

Lin Hao was slightly surprised, such a disgusting thing was able to heal his divine
thoughts? Was it that amazing?

Only when he saw the human face growing on it, he was again resisting, no no,
this thing was too diabolical to look at, Lin Hao still refused and shook his head.

The staff was so angry that Ah Yao had no choice after all this thing was about to
fail, under Ah Yao's divine mind control, the glittering staff glowed and Lin Hao was frozen in

place, unable to move at all.

How could this happen?

Lin Hao's mouth opened wide in shock, as if this body didn't belong to him at all

anymore!



The next moment, Lin Hao had the heart to die!

The next moment, Lin Hao wanted to die! Ah Yao had directly put a handful of

the ghostly grass with seven leaves, each with a hideous human face, into Lin Hao's mouth, and
Ah Yao had even used her hand to lift Lin Hao's bar, forcing Lin Hao's mouth to chew the grass

in a mechanical opening and closing motion!

That's so thoughtful, isn't it?!

So thoughtful that Lin Hao had to thank Ah Yao's entire family, and even greeted
Ah Yao's ancestors all over again.

Yun Feng and the others next to him were covered in cold sweat and shivering
with fear, it was too scary, thankfully they weren't the ones who had it shoved into their mouths so
hard.

Lin Hao's heart greeted him for a while and then he couldn't understand it

anymore, because not long after this thing entered his mouth, that terrifying force of ice coldness
swept through his limbs and bones, Lin Hao felt like his whole body was freezing, his body was
bubbling with cold air, even his exhaled breath was tinged with ice crumbs!

What's worse, there were all sorts of people screaming in his mind, screaming so
terribly that it almost made Lin Hao's head explode, as if countless tractors were buzzing madly
inside his head.



Lin Hao couldn't resist and directly passed out.

While Lin Hao was unconscious, the entire Yin Dragon Pond underwent a

shocking change. The dark lake began to ripple violently and a divine power began to surge.

This Yin Long Lake looked like a ribbon of colour, and it also seemed like the

feeling of a huge rainbow across the lake.

The lake began to boil even more, and the various colours began to brighten and
intensify.

"Goddess, is this what's happening? Should we run?" Yun Feng trembled as he

came up to this sudden appearance? Ai Zhaoyi Zhaoyi Zhaoyi Stain? s change of events had

really scared him too.

How did this nice Yin Dragon Pond suddenly become like this, could it be that

there were even more powerful spirit beasts hiding in the lake?

Ah Yao ignored Yun Feng and the others and stood dumbfounded, staring at the
colourful lake in a daze.



A Yao's eyes were also filled with confusion and shock as she muttered, "How,
how did this appear here, the water of this Yin Dragon Lake is not the water of the River Styx, this
is ......"

Buzz!

As Ah Yao muttered to herself, an aura full of divine solemnity rushed up to the

sky, connecting heaven and earth, a golden light rushed from the lake towards the spatial

turbulence above the pale dome, and at once it was submerged in the spatial turbulence.

The lake to the vault of space broke out, the golden light condensed but did not

disperse, surrounded by haze, a crane sounded through heaven and earth, ethereal and distant.

From the end of the golden light, several cranes flew down, their white feathers
still flowing with light.

At the same time, at the end of the pillar of light, an ancient gate opened up, the
gate was wide and thick, a dragon roar rang out, nine divine dragons of different colours pulled a
carriage out of the huge gate and hovered at the entrance!

Nine dragons pulling a carriage!
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Seeing this scene, Ah Yao's whole body was shocked beyond words, "Immortal cranes greeting

each other, nine dragons pulling the chariot, this is the highest level of the seven-coloured
staircase to heaven!"

This was the first time that Ah Yao had seen this highest level of seven-coloured
Heaven Ascending Ladder, knowing that when she ascended the Heaven Ascending Ladder as a

Goddess, there was only one immortal crane guiding the way.

This time, not only were there several immortal cranes guiding the way, but there
were even nine dragons pulling the cart!

This treatment made Ah Yao couldn't tell if this was to choose a divine son or a
divine daughter, or a divine master.

As the nine dragons pulled the chariot to a halt, a step surrounded by

seven-coloured haze spread all the way down from the huge gate and landed straight on the

surface of the Yin Dragon Pond, just like that, quietly with no further changes.

Immortal cranes fluttered around the steps, while the nine dragons pulling the
chariot were fixed in place, seemingly waiting for the person they were waiting for to get on board
and subsequently pull them away.

A haze of light rushed through the place, and it could be seen clearly for a

thousand miles around. For a moment, the four directions shook, this was the appearance of the
seven-coloured staircase to heaven! Countless forces all began to stir, rushing over like mad.



One wanted to see who had become the lucky winner, and likewise, there were
many of the best and brightest with good strength who wanted to leap the fish and ascend to the
heavens.

In Giant Crocodile City, Xiao Mu, the father and son of the Xu family were on the

Giant Crocodile City tower, looking up at the dazzling seven-coloured light not far away, also
filled with eagerness to try, they had learnt through the city lord of Giant Crocodile City that this
was actually the Heavenly Staircase!

No matter whether it was a human or a spirit beast, or an ancient god, if they
climbed the Stairway to Heaven, they would be given a supreme opportunity to become a

goddess or a divine son, to be blessed by the Heavenly God Palace, and to become a god sitting

on one side!

"I also wonder where that little girl who takes a long time to cry with a punch has
gone." Xiao Mu's gaze was ice-cold, a hideous hatred on his face, they had searched for many

days, but were unable to find any trace of Zhao Chen's group, and eventually returned to Giant

Crocodile City with the Xu family's father and son.

"Dad, why don't we go over there and join in the fun too? If we are able to leap

over the dragon gate with fish, then what else would we be afraid of Lin Hao for?" Xu Hongfeng
was different from Xiao Mu, he was even more eager for power and looked at the seven-coloured
haze with blazing fervour and madness.

Roar!



A huge crocodile that was over thirty metres long rose up into the sky and roared

twice towards Xu Hongfeng and the others.

Xu Buwei bowed his hand towards the massive crocodile, "Lord City Master, we
will set off now."

"Let's go." After saying that Xu Buwei looked towards the two of them, "With all

the buzz over there, there's no way Lin Hao won't go and join in the fun, whether it's a fish leaping
over the dragon gate or dealing with Lin Hao, it's a two-for-one deal."

"Good!"

The five twenty-meter giant crocodiles took Xu Buwei and the three of them with

them and headed towards the Yin Dragon Pool, running fast and furiously, on the way they met

quite a few other races who were running as furiously as they were towards the Yin Dragon Pool,
there were strange spirit beasts and all sorts of Ancient God Race powerhouses.

Zhao Chen and his group of five, plus a panda, were also making their way
towards the Yin Dragon Pool.

At first, Zhao Chen and his group refused to do so, as there was such a big
commotion over there, and the haze of light would not dissipate for a long time, so it was either a
great opportunity or a foreign treasure, which would definitely attract countless strong people to

gather, and they were not qualified to go and join the fun, but might cause danger to their lives.



Therefore, Zhao Chen proposed to leave in the opposite direction of the Yin Dragon
Pond, but Lin Ruoshi refused and insisted on going in the direction of the Yin Dragon Pond,
saying that there was dad's breath there.

Lin Ruoshi already felt it more and more strongly, and the closer she got to the Yin
Dragon Pool, the stronger the connection with Lin Hao felt? Wu Pai dyed the west ground closed

Shan? A bit more, even Xiong Er felt a faint connection this time.

It is worth mentioning that several of them, after these few days of rushing and

cultivating, have made small gains in strength, Zhao Chen has already broken through the

first-class illusionary spirit battle master and obtained the second-class early realm.

Lin Ruoshi was even stronger than that, having reached the late second grade

Illusionary Spirit Master, making it a little difficult for Zhao Chen and the others, even a little girl
couldn't compete, so it would be hard not to feel bad.
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"Little Shi, don't make a scene, tell auntie honestly, is your father really over there?" Ye Yu was
still a bit uneasy and looked at the little girl sitting on Xiong Er's shoulder.

"Yes, Auntie Ye, my dad is over there, he'll be here soon." Lin Ruoshi nodded her
head adorably, her eyes very determined.

This left Ye Yu and the others in a quandary.



How could this be done?

They really didn't want to go over there, there was still about a day's journey
before they could reach the Yin Dragon Pond, but there were more and more powerful people

around, all kinds of powerful spirit beasts, and those powerful ancient gods with wings and horns
on their heads.

Even if they hadn't been in a hurry, they would have swallowed them up. Even so,
when the bloodthirsty beasts left, they still stared at them for a while with unkind eyes.

But the only thing that surprised them was that they had never seen another human

Illusionary Spirit Master except for the few of them who were human Illusionary Spirit Masters
along the way.

Zhao Chen gritted his teeth, "Let's go, let's find the captain and run, and not get

involved in all this crap, lest we get involved and lose our lives."

Ye Yu, Chen Kai and Lin Yin nodded gently and had no choice but to do so.

Their aim was to find Lin Hao, and as for this mess, I'm afraid that even Lin Hao

wouldn't dare to get involved in it easily, let alone them.

A day passed in the blink of an eye, and they finally arrived near the Yin Dragon
Pool. The lake spanned several miles and was surrounded by a sea of people, no, a sea of beasts!



The pond was surrounded by people on all sides, whether on the ground or in the
air, all of them were spirit beasts or people from the Ancient God Clan.

However, Zhao Chen and the others didn't know that the Ancient God Clan, who
thought that those Ancient God Clan had part of the form of spirit beasts, were also spirit beasts in
disguise.

The ground was littered with spirit beasts, divided into areas according to their

respective powers or races and gathered in one place, there were colourful fierce tigers, spirit
beasts that looked like rhinoceroses and were covered in fluffy lion fur, not knowing whether they
were rhinoceroses or rhinoceros lions.

They even saw silver-furred rats of a magnificent size, about the size of Erha,
looking around with thieving eyes, but the aura emanating from them made Zhao Chen and the

others wince.

Above the sky, all sorts of wing-fluttering spirit beasts and ancient gods, but none
of them came close to the range of the lake of the Yin Dragon Pond, not even the spirit beasts
flying in over the Yin Dragon Pond, only the few hovering immortal cranes.

"Nine dragons pulling a carriage, how imposing, it would be cool if I could ride

on it." Chen Kai's focus was on the luxurious carriage pulled by the nine dragons at the top of that

stairway to heaven.



Chen Kai was slapped on the head by Zhao Chen just after he finished speaking.
The surrounding spirit beasts can drown you with a mouthful of spittle, you really dare to think

about it.

"Wow, what a beautiful bird!" Ye Yu looked at the several huge immortal cranes

surrounding the stairway to heaven, and liked the look of them so much that if he could get one to

be his mount, how imposing it would be.

"Yes, this bird is so beautiful and fat." Lin Ruoshi strongly agreed with Ye Yu's
words, while wiping the saliva from the corner of her mouth: ? Ai Xi Dye Yi Fuzzy Zero Cover?
"It's so fat, it should be delicious roasted and eaten."

The first time I saw a man, I was so happy to see him.

Ye Yu had a black face, no, little girl, we don't seem to have the same focus,
right?

"Ah, forgot the business, I feel that daddy is here, bear two go." The little girl
almost forgot the purpose of her visit when she saw this fat fairy crane, and just now, her sense of
Lin Hao became even stronger, the little girl hurriedly wiped the saliva from the corner of her

mouth and urged Xiong Er to hurry.

With difficulty, Xiong Er took his eyes off the immortal crane and then quickly

ran up furiously.
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"Xiao shi come back quickly, don't run around!" Seeing that Xiong Er took Lin Ruoshi and piled
into the pile of spirit beasts, Zhao Chen San? steak the ground Ai Ai Lu closed Xi Fu? The people

were frightened enough to speak up and try to stop Lin Ruoshi, but Lin Ruoshi didn't care about
them, they had no choice but to go crazy and run towards Lin Ruoshi, and everywhere they went,
they angered a lot of spirit beasts, and if the Goddess hadn't just set the rules, they probably
would have swallowed these weak humans in one bite!

On a small hill not far from the Yin Dragon Pond, stood these houses, which were
constructed by the Goddess A Yao using her divine energy to gather the stones around her
directly.

Staying here, there were also five Ancient God Clan powerhouses, three men and
two women, all of whom were at the realm of fifth-grade Illusionary Spirit Masters in strength,
and they had all been summoned by Ah Yao.

The appearance of the Heaven Ascension Staircase here was not a simple matter,
as there would be a constant flow of strong people from various clans gathering here. In order to
avoid chaos, allowing those assholes from the Underworld Ancient Clan to exploit the situation

and increase the number of killings, he had to summon the strong people from the nearby Ancient

God Clan.

After testing, the only people who could approach the stairway to heaven were the
strongest people below the fourth grade Illusionary Spirit Master realm, and the stronger they were,
the less they could approach.

A Yao then ordered that no race should fight here and must follow the rules,
otherwise they would be disqualified from ascending the Heavenly Ascension Island, and also



that only Illusionary Spirit Masters below the fourth rank realm could participate in the Great
Competition of the Heavenly Ascension Ladder.

Tens of thousands of strong people from all clans have gathered here now, and
there are still strong people arriving in a steady stream.

Ah Yao had only given seven days for the selection to be concluded within seven
days, and all those who were eligible to participate had to be registered and recorded in a book.

For some reason, Ah Yao felt vaguely uneasy, why was the Heaven Ascension
Ladder suddenly descending at a time when the Underworld Ancient Clan was foolishly stirring?

But this Heaven Ascension Ladder, an existence that even the divine River
Ancestors could not control, was the true will of the divine River, so they could not do anything

else, they just hoped that nothing would happen.

Hmmmm!

Lin Hao was placed in a separate room, Lin Hao grunted softly and woke up

leisurely, Yun Feng and the others took turns to look after Lin Hao, today it happened to be Yun

Feng who looked after Lin Hao, when he heard Lin Hao's movement, Yun Feng rushed over: "Lin
Hao, Lin Hao? Are you awake? How do you feel?"

Lin Hao opened his eyes, his face was rosy and his breath was deep and

unpredictable, he grinned and lay down to stretch his body, "I feel simply great!"



Hearing the commotion, Ah Yao also rushed in and looked at Lin Hao curiously,
"Awake? How was the harvest?"

Seeing Ah Yao, Lin Hao's eyes lit up and he jumped up from the bed and ran over

to her, "Ah Yao, is there any more of that grass with a human face on it? Some more and some

more, a hundred or eighty of them, I definitely won't refuse this time, I'll eat them myself!"

"What did you say!"

Ah Yao's face was cold, her tone was cold, and her eyes were extremely unkind as
she glared at Lin Hao, are you kidding? Eight hundred and ten trees, you really dare to say that!

"Cough cough, then ten or eight more are not out of the question, you're a goddess,
you wouldn't be so stingy, right?" Lin Hao grinned lightly, excited, although this thing looked
diabolical, the benefits from eating it were unimaginable, the enhancement of his divine thoughts
allowed him to use it with the faith of Gu Yue City, it was a perfect match!

How much Lin Hao resisted at first, how much he craves for more now, Lin Hao
didn't escape the law of true incense in the end!

True incense will be late, but never absent!



"Daydreaming!" Ah Yao was furious, this man was also a tease, at first she almost
didn't kneel down to him just to get him to eat it, now well, she even wanted to eat it of her own
accord, "No more, this is something that is extremely important even to our Goddess Son, if you
weren't injured, the devil would have given it to you, in the whole Yin Dragon Pond, just one was
birthed."

"Well, is it that rare." It made Lin Hao a little embarrassed, scratching his head in
embarrassment, rather he had misunderstood.

"You should rest well first." Ah Yao had no time to care about him now, and was

about to leave when suddenly, two figures dashed over, the speed was as fast as lightning, Ah Yao
was just about to stop them, when a tiny silhouette had already jumped into Lin Hao's arms, a soft
and cute voice rang out, "Daddy, Xiao shi misses you so much."
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"Oooh, big master, I miss you too." Bear Two also pounced over at once, hugging Lin Hao's
thighs, crying in excitement, and then even rubbing on Lin Hao's trousers to wipe off the snot that
had emerged.

Lin Hao suddenly felt a bad chill and kicked Xiong Er out of the room, "Get lost,
don't blow your nose on my trousers!"

He was fierce towards Xiong Er, but when it came to the little girl in his arms, Lin
Hao doted on her, and his fierce look just now changed into a doting smile as he rubbed Lin

Ruoshi's hair: "Our little Shi is pretty again, she's getting cuter and cuter."



"Hee hee, is that so? Xiao shi looks good, that's also because daddy is handsome
and mommy is pretty." Lin Hao couldn't be happier to finally see him.

"You're such a little smartass you are." Lin Hao also laughed happily, that was
from the bottom of his heart.

Xiong Er, on the other hand, was rubbing his buttocks with a look of aggression as
he limped back.

Yun Feng and the others were also happy for Lin Hao, these were all old folks

from their hometown, and who wouldn't like such a cute little girl?

Next to him, Ah Yao saw this scene and was very unhappy. The only time he
really showed his true feelings was when he was facing his daughter, right, and the happiness

came from his heart.

"Little girl is so cute, what's your name, tell sister." Ah Yao smiled and walked

over, pinching Lin Ruoshi's little face, to be honest, Ah Yao looked at Lin Ruoshi was also full of
joy for this little girl.

Lin Hao cried and laughed, Lin Ruoshi called out to Ye Yu that twenty year old

girl as an aunt, as a result, this Ah Yao had lived for thousands of years, she even asked Lin

Ruoshi to call her sister, it was also shameless enough.



Lin Ruoshi was also a little curious and looked back at Lin Hao, as if asking: Is
she really a sister?

Lin Hao nodded helplessly, it seems that even goddesses cannot be exempted, if?
Serve zero steak to cover Lu Yi Ai Xi? He said he couldn't call her sister, but auntie, I guess this
goddess could storm out on the spot.

"Hello sister, my name is Lin Ruoshi, this is my father, my father the world's
most powerful." Lin Ruoshi replied sweetly, while introducing her dad with immense pride, in Lin
Ruoshi's opinion, her dad was the most powerful in the world.

"Little shi is so good, from now on call me sister Ah Yao oh, the first time we meet,
there is nothing to give you, this is for you." Ah Yao gave Lin Ruoshi the dragon pearl she had
taken from Lin Hao earlier.

"Thank you sister." Lin Ruoshi looked at this beautiful bead and liked it very

much, playing with it like a toy, she also felt it, holding this thing, her cultivation speed had

surprisingly all increased a lot.

Lin Hao was very surprised, he didn't expect that Ah Yao had insisted on asking

himself for this item, and now he had actually given it to his daughter.

Looking at Lin Hao's astonished look, Ah Yao was quite amused, "This was
originally reserved for your daughter, there is no use for me to want this, but you giving it and me
giving it away are different meanings, well, you are reunited as father and daughter, I will leave
you alone, there are still many things to do."



Looking at Ah Yao who left, Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, this goddess wasn't
as annoying as he first remembered, well.

"Daddy, you can't do anything wrong to mommy oh, although Xiao shi lost
mommy, but mommy will definitely come back, be careful mommy make you ghost rubbing

board." The little girl quirky twirled her big bright eyes and warned Lin Hao very

matter-of-factly.

Lin Hao cried and laughed as he gave the little girl a violent chestnut: "What are

you thinking about."

"Yah, that hurts." Lin Ruoshi adorably covered her forehead for a long time before

she remembered something and slapped her head, "Yah, daddy, go out and find Uncle Zhao Chen
and the others, they're coming over too."

Lin Hao nodded, so scared that he thought it was just his daughter who was with

Xiong Er, walking all the way over to find himself, that would be too surreal.

Only Lin Hao had just walked out of the house when he was also startled by the
scene in front of him.

"Crap, where am I!"



Lin Hao was stunned to see the situation outside the Yin Dragon Pool, much like
Zhao Chen and the others who had just arrived here.
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What made Lin Hao doubt his life the most was when Yun Feng told him that this was the Yin
Dragon Pond, and Lin Hao was dumbfounded.

No way!

When had the deadly, black as ink, Yin Dragon Pond turned into this?

The Yin Dragon Pond had turned into rainbow candy, surrounded by densely

packed spirit beasts and Ancient God Race powerhouses, and crucially, on the water in the middle
of the Yin Dragon Pond, there was this staircase leading up to the sky, surrounded by immortal

cranes and nine dragons pulling a chariot, it was really grand!

Bared!

Lin Ruoshi wiped her saliva, so did Xiong Er. Both the master and servant were

dry rice people, with only food in their eyes, and now that they had found Lin Hao, their eyes were
set on the fat immortal cranes.



Those immortal cranes seemed to feel the gaze of one person and one beast as well,
and surprisingly they could not help themselves? Ai Er Di Zha Yi Dye Er Yi? The main thing is

that the cranes have a cold shiver.

The cranes: why do they have a feeling that those two are going to eat themselves

to the bone?

Zhao Chen and the others were also looking for Lin Ruoshi, so it wasn't long
before they saw Lin Hao shining towards them with Lin Ruoshi in his arms.

"Captain!" Zhao Chen, Ye Yu and Lin Yin all saluted Lin Hao with a swish of their

lips, and at the same time, they were excited, the little girl was sincere, the captain was really
here!

Not only Lin Hao, even a few cultivators from the Yun family were also here, they
had been rushing for so many days, except for that traitor and the Xu family father and son before,
they could not even see a human, not to mention a human Illusionary Spirit Master, seeing a
human, it was unspeakably kind ah.

"Oooh, captain, you don't know how hard we've been looking for you, you don't
know ......" Chen Kai was about to pounce with a snotty nose and a tear, Lin Hao was disgusted by
Xiong Er just now, how could he let Chen Kai have his way?

"Go play aside." Lin Hao dropped a kick across the air towards Chen Kai, who
screamed miserably and was thrown off by the powerful astral energy Lin Hao flung out, and was
slightly injured.



"No way Captain, we have gone through a lot of hardships and difficulties to get

here, how can you do this to me, we were escorting Xiao Shi with our lives." Chen Kai was so
aggrieved that he spoke with such emotion that if Lin Hao hadn't sensed the difference between

his daughter's strength and theirs, Lin Hao would almost have believed him.

"And you guys protected my daughter with your lives? Are you sure it wasn't my

daughter who protected you all the way?

Lin Hao also satisfied Lin Ruoshi and took Xiong Er to go foraging for food. He
got a plum deer spirit animal, cleaned it up and made a pile of roast meat.

The five ancient gods had no intention of participating, and even expressed their

disdain and contempt for Lin Hao and the others, both explicitly and implicitly.

However, the way the Goddess A Yao treated Lin Hao and the others made these

Ancient God Race strongmen wonder why the Goddess was so kind to these humans.

What a rarity.

Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er were complete dry-meal people, so intent on dry-meal
that they had no interest in joining in the conversation.



Ah Yao also had little interest, but was rather curious to observe these people. Ah
Yao was surprised to find that these humans had quite a full range of illusionary spirit masters.

Apart from Lin Hao being an Illusionary Spirit Formation Master, she found that

Ye Yu was also an Illusionary Spirit Formation Master. Chen Kai and Lin Ruoshi were both

Illusionary Spirit Mages.

What amazed Ah Yao the most was that Lin Ruoshi was so strong at such a young
age, she was really gifted.

Only when he had almost finished eating did Zhao Chen stand up and bowed to
Lin Hao and apologised, informing him of what he had encountered on the way, that Xiao Mu had

rebelled and tried to get at Lin Ruo Shi, and that they had joined forces with the Xu family's father
and son, colluding with the spirit beasts of Giant Crocodile City.

"Xiao Mu? I know." Lin Hao nodded indifferently, if those who knew him must

know, the slower Lin Hao spoke without waking up, it meant that the little book in his heart had
already written down ah.

The fact that Xiao Mu used to be so repeatedly deadly that he jumped, Lin Hao
also did not take it to heart, the other party was spoiled and used to being held in the heart since

childhood, there is no excuse for disobeying himself.
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But for him to join forces with the Xu family to lay hands on his own daughter would be to really
seek death.



"By the way, are you going to participate in this Ascension Tournament? I have?
Di Lu Dye Di Lu Pao Shan? ve added Lin Hao's name to it, you guys can also try, it's a chance,
and the competition stipulates that no one's life can be hurt, so there won't be much danger." At
this time, Ah Yao suddenly spoke.

Hearing what Ah Yao said, and seeing that Lin Hao was so close to the organisers,
Zhao Chen and the others, who had no interest, now jumped at the chance a little.

All of them added in, all of them participated in this big competition, this was the
best way to sharpen their fighting skills, wasn't it?

After Lin Hao had put Lin Ruoshi to sleep, he walked out with Xiong Er, intending
to find a place to have a smoke.

Unexpectedly, they happened to run into Ah Yao, and after seeing Lin Hao come

over, Ah Yao nodded, "That Giant Crocodile City's City Master had arrived yesterday, this Giant
Crocodile City's City Master is a big crocodile, a reptilian spirit beast, and his strength is a fifth

grade peak Illusionary Spirit Master, because of his special talent, he can be comparable to a sixth
grade Illusionary Spirit Master."

"What does that mean?" Lin Hao understood that the other party was deliberately

waiting for him here, but Lin Hao was just a little puzzled, "You didn't think I was going to take

out that Giant Crocodile City's City Master along with him, did you?"



"That's not true, I'm just giving you a heads up, by the way, I've arranged your

people together." A wry glint flashed in Ah Yao's eyes as she drifted away.

Xiong Er shivered: she didn't want to be nice!

Lin Hao smacked Xiong Er's head with no good grace, and also went to rest

separately.

The next day, at dawn, the entry quota was closed. Those who came later and
wanted to participate in the competition, but missed the time, could only stay as spectators.

All those who met the requirements could participate in the Grand Tournament,
which was randomly assigned, with one win allowing a two-hour break, and two wins allowing

them to refuse anyone's challenge for a day, and to divide the top 100!

As a result of consolidating the data, there were two to three thousand people

participating in the challenge, and hundreds of bout venues were opened at the same time.

Because Lin Hao and the others were ranked behind, it was not their turn, but it
was Chen Kai who became the lucky winner. Just at the moment when Chen Kai jumped into the
ring, both sides were dumbfounded, including Lin Hao and the others as well.

But after a moment of confusion, the corners of Lin Hao's mouth rose slightly, it
seemed that it was Ah Yao who had played a trick on them, she had listened to their conversation
during dinner yesterday.



That's right, across from Chen Kai was none other than his former teammate, Xiao
Mu, the representative from Giant Crocodile City!

"I said why do I suddenly feel a pang of nausea this early in the morning, it turns
out that I'm going to be pitted against you, the dog traitor, hey, what a sin." Chen Kai's mouth was
wildly outputting at Xiao Mu, and his summoned beast, the yellow-skinned one, had already

silently started to feel its way towards Xiao Mu.

Xiao Mu also did not expect to run into Chen Kai and the others here, he also found
Lin Hao and Lin Ruo Shi, Xiao Mu was not afraid at all: "Oh, a group of rats that have been hiding
for so long, but let me look for them, it's okay that you are hiding, but I didn't expect you to
come out by yourselves, you are really looking for death!"

"And you, Lin Hao! Today I will show you that I, Xiao Mu, am no worse than

anyone else!" After saying that, he also took a deep look at Lin Ruoshi, it seems that this bastard

has a deep obsession with making Lin Ruoshi cry for a long time with a punch.

"Father, your guess is too accurate, this Lin Hao is really here." In the Giant
Crocodile City camp, Xu Hongfeng, both father and son, also saw Lin Hao, with hatred in their

eyes.

"The match begins!" At the referee's command, Xiao Mu coalesced his black

lance in a flash, the lance transforming into a burst of residual shadows, without holding back in
the slightest, and going straight for Chen Kai's vital position.



Xiao Mu had no intention of showing any mercy to this former team member, but
he was extremely ruthless!

The rules of the tournament were simple, one could use any means or even foreign
objects to win the tournament, as long as one could win, it was not considered a foul, but there
was one prerequisite, and that was that no one should be killed!

"You're quite ruthless, my once good comrade." Chen Kai's lewd face was filled

with a sneer.
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"I have an even more ruthless one!" Xiao Mu sneered, his lance was as fast as lightning, forming
the sound of breaking wind, and with a poof, it actually pierced directly through Chen Kai's chest
without any hindrance, coming straight through!

Xiao Mu froze, damn, how could this guy not be able to dodge? Bastard, he
wanted to use his life to slow down his advance?

However, an overwhelmingly foul smell came over Xiao Mu's face in horror,
Mud, he had been tricked!

The Chen Kai that he had stabbed slowly dissipated into a yellow-skinned shadow,
which was still full of mockery.



It was a phantom formed by a yellow skinned fart, and the yellow skinned man

himself was good at creating illusions.

With a boom, Chen Kai very cheaply threw a thunder meteor over in Xiao Mu's
direction, and instantly the thunder aura exploded along with a piece of the yellow-skinned fart.

Poof!

Boom!

The yellow-skinned man farted wildly around Xiao Mu, while Chen Kai ran
around his opponent while setting that fart on fire.

The scene in the ring was incomparably magical, a crazy explosion, a sense of
cannon fire, Xiao Mu was directly blown up with his hair standing on end, his body was scorched
black, even his flesh was tainted with the stench of the yellow fart, it was a miserable scene.

Lin Hao couldn't have been more relieved by this scene.

Suddenly, there was a sudden change and a shocking reversal of fortune in the

ring ......



The yellow smoke was everywhere in the ring, under the lightning flashes,
banging and exploding everywhere, the whole thing was an indiscriminate attack.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get rid of the
problem.

"Chen Kai, go on, kill this traitor, go on!" Zhao Chen shouted with excitement,
clenching his fist.

Chen Kai wanted to curse at that moment, can't you see that his eyes were turning
white?

"Go on, don't be a wimp, his blood? Love Lu dyed ground dyed zero cover Lu?
The bar is lower than yours!" Even Lin Yin started to coax.

Chen Kai was also speechless, but after looking at Xiao Mu, indeed he was much
worse off than he was, so he gritted his teeth and went on!

Chen Kai didn't know if his brain had suddenly gone down for a while, but he
rushed straight up, and the illusionary mage went into melee combat, isn't that a joke!

Lin Hao's face changed slightly, Chen Kai was provoked by Zhao Chen and the

others and then he got carried away?



"Fooled!" Xiao Mu saw Chen Kai lunge over and laughed, both of them were once

teammates of a squad, they knew each other's cards well, XiaoMu didn't look that wretched at all,
but actually kept his tricks.

When Chen Kai lunged, Xiao Mu sneered and fiercely waved his black spear,
several stigmata appeared and zapped towards Chen Kai from all sides.

"Chen Kai! Don't send it!" Zhao Chen roared.

Chen Kai was instantly mmp!

Are you going up or sending? Can you be clear?

This pig teammate, really like playing the game, blood retreat he scolded you

wimp shouting you quickly, you go to save him, he himself slipped you were killed, he also
incidentally scolded a: do not send ......

Poof!

Chen Kai was already too late to dodge, Xiao Mu's lance penetrated Chen Kai's
shoulder, blood splattered, causing Chen Kai to scream in pain.



Xiao Mu had no intention of letting him go, pulling out his spear and stabbing

towards Chen Kai again, just now Chen Kai reacted quickly to avoid the vital position, this time it
won't be that easy!

"Hehe, in your next life remember not to take sides to the side you shouldn't like
you did in this life." Xiao Mu's face was fierce as he stabbed his spear out again, however, in front
of Xiao Mu's eyes, Chen Kai's figure suddenly began to change. ,

The next thing you know, Chen Kai's face also changed, full of long
brownish-yellow hair, with a sharp mouth and monkey cheeks.

"Hahahaha, Xiao Mu, didn't expect that, did you? I didn't expect you to fall for it
so easily either, I'm sorry to say that I predicted your prediction." Chen Kai stood at a distance,
his hands constantly clenched, and then shouted, "Strongest Aeon, Up to Heaven!"

Boom!

The spicy qi mist around Xiao Mu exploded, forming a terrifying explosion
shockwave that dried up the ring so hard that the terrifying explosion directly blew Xiao Mu out.
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Because the ring was arranged at the water's edge of the Yin Dragon Pool, Xiao Mu was blown
backwards out, his body scorched and smoking black, vomiting blood while vomiting out the

filth in his stomach, no way, the last yellow skinned fart, too smelly.



Xiao Mu was about to fall into the Yin Long Pond when a crane sounded, the
immortal crane thought Xiao Mu was trying to sneak up the stairs to heaven, a swoop down,
surrounded by a haze of light, sharp claws grabbed Xiao Mu's head melon, claws poofed into

Xiao Mu's flesh, forming several hideous and horrible wounds, the immortal crane then threw it

towards the shore like rubbish.

Xiao Mu landed on the shore with a thud, unconscious but looking miserable.

Seeing this scene, Xu Buwei and Xu Hongfeng's father and son stared gloomily at

Lin Hao and his group. Lin Hao even felt a lightning-like gaze shooting at him from afar, coneing
his heart and piercing his bones, and his divine thoughts felt a tingle.

A few others were in an even worse situation, their faces turning white as they spat
out a mouthful of blood, their breath steeply wilting.

Luckily, it seemed that Ah Yao had been paying attention to the situation here, and
with a wave of her hand, a multicoloured stream of light entered the bodies of several people,
while Goddess Ah Yao stood proudly in the void with her staff in hand, stepping on the haze,
looking proudly at the source of the attack in the distance with a cold gaze.

"Gu De, you dare to openly break the rules set by this Goddess by striking to

injure the contestants of the Grand Competition!"

Ah Yao's clear, cold voice rang out, not loud but clear enough for everyone to hear,
and at the same time a wave of majesty fell with it, crushing everyone's breath.



The might of the Goddess was as terrifying as this!

Gude, the Lord of Giant Crocodile City, a giant forehead over thirty metres long,
just standing there, not doing anything, also made people feel fearful, and this was also a spirit

beast whose strength had reached the realm of late fifth grade Illusionary Spirit Battle Master,
relying on the spirit beast talent, and even had the ability to challenge beyond the level.

"Your Highness the Goddess, I am the one who has offended." Gu De said in a

salty manner, not taking A Yao's words to heart at all.

Gu De sneered in his heart, "I swept through a frontier, when I became famous you
still didn't know where to play in the mud, just a girl doll with the title of Goddess, what is there
to be afraid of."

"Now that you know you've offended, accept the punishment! All representatives
of Giant Crocodile City are not allowed to participate in the Ascension Tournament and are
disqualified! Gu De, if you cause trouble the God Di will come to Giant Crocodile City himself!"
Ah Yao spoke in a domineering voice, her divine nature flowing, a supreme immortal palace

shadow hovering above Ah Yao's head, that immortal palace was golden and glorious, with haze
and light, surrounded by immortal cranes, this was a divine immortal palace, the greatest reliance
of the Goddess to suppress a frontier!

Many of the people present were of equal strength to, or even a shade stronger than,
Ah Yao, this was because Ah Yao had not unblocked all of her strength, but once the deity
appeared, regardless of their strength, they all felt the urge to bow down and prostrate themselves

to the ground, the flow of spiritual energy in their bodies stalled!



Boom!

The earth trembled violently, the ground around Gu De sunken and cracked open,
and Gu De's body erupted with a heavenly killing blood qi, a rainbow of blood qi that went

straight to the deity's immortal palace above Ah Yao's head: "Little girl, are you threatening old
me!?"

Gu De's huge crocodile face was furious, kicking off his Giant Tier qualification
and threatening him that the Goddess descending on Giant Crocodile City, that would mean being
completely suppressed by the Gods!

That monstrous murderous blood qi rushed against the huge Immortal Palace's
shadow, which trembled violently, then a bell chimed from within the Immortal Palace, the bell
sounded to swell the blood qi, A Yao opened her mouth, and the deity's whispered words

followed, "Gu De disturbed the Ascension Competition, defying the deity, his crime should be

punished!"

The immortal palace blossomed into an incomparably dazzling divine light that
fell, only the thickness of Lin Ruoshi's small fist, the seemingly tiny divine light, but poof, it
pierced directly through Gude's head, the thirty-meter long giant crocodile was directly

penetrated, then the behemoth like a small mountain collapsed with a crash, causing a shocking
smoke and dust.

"That's too terrifying! A late fifth-ranked spirit beast, saying that it can be killed
just like that!" The surrounding spirit beasts, the Ancient Gods, were shocked beyond belief when

they saw this scene... Gods are not to be violated? Err zero Aizen Yi Yi Xi Xi? Ah.
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"Hmph, Gude is also a pig brain, growing such a big head for nothing, I think it's full of tofu
brains, the gates of heaven are open, how dare you openly provoke the gods, what's the difference
between that and seeking death?" The big cat on a distant hill laughed coldly and repeatedly.

This big cat was wearing a grey robe, with snow-white fur, and was standing like
a human, standing on its hind feet and hugging its chest with its front feet, with mockery and
disdain on its cat face.

"Wow, Sister Ah Yao is so powerful and domineering." Lin Ruoshi's twin suns
shone brightly as she kept applauding.

Overbearing, so valiant!

Even Lin Hao was amazed, this Ah Yao was really domineering and determined.

"Wait, Shi, why are you calling the Goddess sister but calling us aunties?" Lin Yin
had a completely different focus from Ye Yu, instantly catching the attention that others weren't
paying attention to.

Lin Ruoshi froze for a moment and cocked her head with an innocent look, "Sister
Ah Yao told me to shout like that ah, Xiao Shi is a good and obedient child."



"Huh? No, then you have to call out to our sister too." Ye Yu and Lin Yin quit, that
girl would want to be called old.

However, Lin Ruoshi insisted on calling them aunts, and in Lin Ruoshi's words:
one must have principles and stick to them, since they are called aunts, they cannot be called

sisters, and calling them sisters is not respectful enough ......

This can be Lin Yin and Ye Yu to the whole temper.

It was Lin Hao who noticed something wrong, A Yao's breath didn't seem too

stable.

"The Grand Competition will continue as usual! No one is allowed to break the

rules of the Grand Competition, or else they will end up like Gude!" After saying that, Ah Yao
turned around in a valiant manner, leaving everyone with an extremely mysterious and

unpredictable back.

Ah Yao had just returned to the house built on the small hill when she could no
longer hold back and spurted out a mouthful of blood, the blood that spurted out was actually all
coloured, was this divine blood?

"Is this a backlash against you?" Lin Hao's concerned words rang out from behind

him.



Ah Yao's face was solemn as she hurriedly wiped the blood from the corner of her

mouth, not turning back as her face was now somewhat weakly pale, "It's fine, it's just that
because she left the Misty Forbidden Land, her strength was banned and invoking the descent of
a deity caused some discomfort to her body, it's not a big problem."

"Is it really alright?" The other party was too strong than Lin Hao, although Lin
Hao felt that he shouldn't be as breezy as the other party said, but he couldn't sense it.

"Naturally it's true, you go quickly, it's almost time for the turn? 依陆依染爱西

意? It's your turn." Ah Yao directly drove Lin Hao out, and after Lin Hao left, Ah Yao's body
swayed and nearly couldn't even stand still.

The backlash caused by having one's strength suppressed while forcibly

triggering the descent of a deity was not ordinary, but Ah Yao had to still do what she could,
otherwise she simply couldn't subdue those old things, and the consequences would be

unimaginable if they didn't follow the rules and act in a disorderly manner.

When Lin Hao came out, he happened to see his daughter getting into the ring, the
only person under the ring was Chen Kai who had just finished the competition, everyone else had
gone to their respective rings.

But when Lin Hao looked at the ring, he was a little helpless, the other rings had
long since been fought to a fever pitch, but his daughter's ring was a little more picturesque.

Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er were in the ring and they were ...... Lin Ruoshi and Xiong
Er were in the ring and they were actually, actually playing rock-paper-scissors!



It's almost like they didn't put their opponents in their sights!

The fact that they were playing rock paper scissors was a complete insult to their
opponents.

Lin Ruoshi's opponent was a stout eagle, standing in the ring with a majestic
presence, its feathers bright and translucent, just like Yang's big eagle.

"Rock paper scissors ...... haha, Xiong Er, you lost, I came out with scissors, you
came out with cloth, that big bird's wings are mine, bared, such big chicken wings must smell

good." Lin Ruoshi was so happy.

"Little master you're playing rogue, I put up scissors, it's clearly scissors!" Bear
Two wanted to cry, he was clearly going to bid scissors.
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